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Abstract - This paper presents a concept for a satellite-based solution for assured
communications for mobile public safety groups, law enforcement vehicles and other first
responders. System connectivity is assured under normal operating conditions through a
combination of wireless base stations and, in areas with minimal or no existing terrestrial
communications infrastructure or following a disaster, satellite communications. The
proposed solution alleviates critical barriers to the adoption of satellite communications
as the backup system by using on-demand services, allowing the rapid and cost-effective
configuration of satellite links and a wireless mesh network to support voice and data
communications.

Introduction: System Concept

In areas of minimal or no terrestrial communications infrastructure, satellite
communications offer a robust and reliable means of providing voice and high-data-rate
services. Low-cost very small aperture terminals (VSAT) can be used to connect widely
spread wireless base-stations that in turn provide connectivity to their respective coverage
areas for public safety, law enforcement and first responder mobile groups, as well as
other wireless users (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Base Station Based Connections with Satellite Back Relay to Wide Area
Network

In the event of loss of base stations due to natural or human-induced disasters or
events, mobile and vehicle-mounted satellite terminals can be rapidly deployed
transparently to agency field personnel. Integration of voice and/or data channels among
different agencies becomes desirable under these circumstances to efficiently utilize the
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available communication channels and for inter-agency cooperation. Satellite links are
less likely to be impacted by such incidents and they cover wider geographic areas than
terrestrial towers, a significant advantage in providing rapid coverage to large areas. The
fixed VSAT terminals continue to provide satellite coverage to the unaffected areas and,
along with the mobile terminals, will form the overall network as depicted in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Emergency, Base Station Disabled, Satellite-Based Connections to WAN

The terminals in the field are divided into three groups: fixed Very Small Aperture
Terminals (VSAT) that constitute the infrastructure for normal low-cost operation and
provide communications in areas where terrestrial infrastructure is minimal or does not
exist; handheld portable terminals (PT), which can be existing units; and vehicle-mounted
mobile terminals (VMT) that communicate with each other and with the VSAT stations
through base stations. In the event of loss or lack of terrestrial infrastructure or the
destruction of base stations, VMTs assume base station roles. A dynamic wireless mesh
network is established by vehicle-mounted terminals to cover the incident area [1]. PTs
communicate with other network nodes through these vehicle-mounted terminals. The
switch from base stations to vehicle terminals is transparent to the portable terminal. Only
one vehicle in the mesh network is required to provide the satellite link, so only one
vehicle must have line-of-sight visibility to the satellite. This vehicle is selected optimally
based on the location of all vehicles. The system will maintain operational parameters,
including reliability, environmental, health, safety, and ease of use, which are equivalent
to the terrestrial system.

Vehicle-Mounted Mobile Terminal (VMT)

One of the key components in the system is the vehicle-mounted mobile terminal.
The VMT, Figure 3, is equipped with higher-power equipment and enhanced capabilities
than a portable terminal. When the terrestrial infrastructure is available, the VMT uses an
omni-directional antenna and operates like a traditional mobile terminal. Its receiver
continuously detects the power level transmitted by the terrestrial base station and
switches to the backup mode of operation if the received power falls below a certain
threshold. An operator can also manually invoke the alternative mode, for example to
utilize higher data rates, IP services, or inter-agency connectivity. This switching
transforms the VMT into a gateway for the PTs, activates the mesh network, and
activates the satellite link at the optimally selected vehicle. In this mode of operation the
VMT establishes up to three separate types of links: links to the PTs within range; links
to other VMTs to form a mesh network; and a link to the satellite, if this VMT is selected



as the satellite-access terminal. Acquisition and tracking of the satellite are done
continuously to ensure that the switch from base station operation to satellite operation is
fast with no significant interruption or down time. Upon switching, PT communication
via a VMT and satellite link is established, and communications continue between PTs,
VMTs, and wide-area network resources.
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Figure 3. Basic Components ofVMT

The VMTs are connected together with a wireless mesh network. Only one vehicle,
the satellite gateway, is required to communicate with the satellite. The automatic
selection of the gateway terminal will be dynamic as the locations of the vehicles and the
environment may change, e.g. as large trucks and heavy equipment are moved at a site.
The system avoids blockage problems due to loss of line-of-sight visibility of the satellite
at a VMT location [2], and enables multiplexing of traffic across the satellite link. This
reduces the overhead associated with the multiple access techniques that may be required
if all vehicles were to access the satellite simultaneously. The recurring costs for satellite
time are also spread among more users. The design allows flexibility and asymmetry in
the clustering of terminals. In cases where the mesh network is not fully connected, one
vehicle per network partition is designated as a satellite gateway vehicle. A distributed
protocol identifies the appropriate gateway vehicle(s) and disseminates this information
throughout the mesh.

Antennas for the Vehicle-Mounted Mobile Terminal

When the terrestrial infrastructure is damaged or becomes unavailable, the VMT
switches from the omni-directional antennas to the satellite-access antenna at the
designated gateway vehicle and the cross-link antennas between vehicles. The operation
of these antennas is illustrated in Figure 4. This ensures connectivity to the satellite and
mitigates any full blockage for the system [2]. The antennas can be implemented using
multilayer printed circuit structures, as depicted in Figure 5 [3], which have been proven
effective in terminals for satellite-on-the-move (SOTM) and satellite-on-the-pause
(SOTP) operations [4]. Another possible implementation was also reported recently in
[5]. The design uses a multi-layer slotted substrate integrated waveguide (SIW)
technology to realize an array antenna with folded feed network.
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Figure 4. Single Vehicle Access System that Mitigates Satellite Blockage
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Figure 5. Low-Cost, High-Gain, Multilayer Printed-Circuit Antenna Design
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